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Abstract. In modern ÿle systems, I/O latency is still major bottleneck
of performance and predictive ÿle prefetching is one of promising ap-
proaches that can enhance I/O performance of ÿle system. To utilize
predictive ÿle prefetching to ÿle system, there should be a ÿle access
pattern prediction model that can predict future ÿle access. Partitioned
Context Model(PCM) [2] is known as one of the most accurate ÿle access
pattern prediction models[3]. In order to predict longer sequence, the or-
der of PCM must be increased. However, the prediction accuracy of PCM
decreases when PCM is in high order. Careful analysis reveals that the
pattern replacement algorithm in the PCM is the major cause in decay
of the prediction accuracy. The pattern replacement algorithm destroys
ÿle access patterns without successful training of newly occurred ÿle
access patterns. We proposed the constrained pattern replacement algo-
rithm to overcome this adverse eþect by revising replacement condition.
The simulation results using the DFSTrace system trace[13] show that
the proposed algorithm improves prediction accuracy without any extra
cost by 3.5% compared to traditional pattern replacement algorithm of
PCM(about 40% of the accuracy bound of 7%).

1 Introduction

Despite impressive advances in ÿle system throughput resulting from technolo-
gies such as high-bandwidth networks and disk arrays, ÿle system latency has
not improved enough.In many cases, it has become worse because of the speed
gaps to follow the modern processor. File system I/O remains one of the major
bottlenecks against the operating system performance. Predictive ÿle prefetch-
ing is one of promising approaches to reduce ÿle system latency. For predictive
ÿle prefetching to be eþective, however, access prediction should be accurate and
far enough in advance to eþectively mask out the prefetch latency.

Partitioned Context Model(PCM) is known as one of the most accurate ÿle
access pattern prediction model[3] and it can be used for sequence prediction
by using a high order context model. We discovered that when we increase the
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order of the model for the prediction of ÿle sequences, the prediction accuracy
of PCM decreases. To ÿnd the cause of this eþect, we analysed the ÿle access
pattern learning algorithm of PCM. The pattern replacement algorithm of PCM
is found to be the one of major cause of decay of prediction accuracy in a high
order PCM. The pattern replacement algorithm, which we call the unconstrained
pattern replacement algorithm, of PCM can destroy the ÿle access pattern in a
partition without successful training of the newly occurred ÿle access pattern,
and it is the cause of the loss of high order ÿle access pattern.

We propose a new replacement algorithm to overcome this adverse eþect of
the unconstrained pattern replacement algorithm. In the proposed replacement
algorithm, when the full partition is met, the test proceeds after decaying of
patterns in the partition whether the unconstrained pattern replacement algo-
rithm deletes the same higher order nodes, especially the parent node of the
newly arrived ÿle access pattern. If true, decayed patterns in the partition is
restored to its previous state to keep the state information. In this situation,
the training of new pattern rely on the low order context in the other parti-
tions. This algorithm ensures the conservation of the state information of the
full partition by preventing useless loss of patterns in the full partition. Useless
loss of patterns in the full partition is a major cause of decay of the prediction
accuracy in high order PCM. So the proposed constrained pattern replacement
algorithm enhances the high order prediction accuracy of PCM. The result of
the simulation using the DFSTrace system shows that the proposed algorithm
improves prediction accuracy without any extra cost by about 3.5% (about 40%
of the accuracy bound of 7% between the FMOCM and the PCM), even if we
increase the order to 74% of the partition size for ÿle sequence prediction.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 brieýy de-
scribes ÿle access pattern prediction models. In section 3 we analysed the pattern
learning algorithm of PCM and present the problem of replacement algorithm.
Then we propose the new pattern replacement algorithm to enhance high order
prediction accuracy of PCM. Section 4 presents our simulations and results. In
section 5 we conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

In this section we present a brief background on the ÿle access pattern prediction
models and detail more about Partitioned Context Modeling.

2.1 File Access Pattern Prediction Model

File accesses follow previous patterns with a high probability. Last-successor
prediction model is very simple prediction model which predicts that an ac-
cess to ÿle A will be followed by the same ÿle that followed the last access
to A, but from trace-based simulation[3] it correctly predicted 72% of access
events. Another prediction model, the graph-based model is more complicated
than last-successor model. The graph-based model keeps frequency counts for
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all ÿles accessed within a window following an access to each ÿle. However,
the graph-based model sees extremely poor prediction accuracy, 40% on aver-
age as compared to the last-successor's accuracy 72%. More accurate prediction
model is Finite Multi-Order Context Model(FMOCM) which uses text com-
pression technique to track ÿle access patterns. The FMOCM has about 81%
prediction accuracy and it reduced the diþerence between last-successor and an
ideal predictor by greater than on third. But, this high prediction accuracy is
achieved at the cost of signiÿcantly greater state space overhead. So, improved
FMOCM which called a Partitioned Context Model(PCM) is proposed. This
model addresses the state space overhead problem of FMOCM, while achieving
comparable prediction accuracy with FMOCM. Next section, we detailed about
Partitioned Context Modeling with Context Modeling which PCM is based on.

2.2 Partitioned Context Modeling (PCM)

First, we describe about context modeling. A context model(CM) is one that uses
preceding events to model the next event. For example, in the string `object'
the character `t' is said to occur within the context `objec'. The length of a
context is termed its order. Techniques that predict using multiple contexts of
varying orders(e.g.`ec', `jec', `bjec') are termed Multi-Order Context Models.
To prevent the model from quickly growing beyond available resources, most
implementations of a multi-order context model limit the highest order modeled
to some ÿnite number m, hence the term Finite Multi-Order Context Model.

A context model uses a trie, a data structure based on a tree, to eýciently
store sequences of symbols. Each node in this trie contains symbol(e.g. a letter
from the alphabet, or the name of a speciÿc ÿle). By listing the symbols contained
on the path from the root to any individual node, each node represents an
observed pattern.

The state space for this model is proportional to the number of nodes in this
tree, which is bounded by O(nm), where m is the highest order tracked and n
is number of unique ÿles. On a normal ÿle system the number of ÿles can range
between 10 thousand and 100 million, such space requirements are unreasonable.

To address the space requirements of FMOCM, the Partitioned Context
Model is proposed. This model divides the trie into partitions, where each par-
tition consists of a ÿrst order node and all of its descendants. The number of
nodes in each partitions is limited to a static number that is a parameter of the
model. The eþect of these changes is to reduce the model space requirements
from O(nm) to O(n).

3 Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm in PCM

3.1 Pitfalls of Traditional Pattern Replacement Algorithm

FMOCM and PCM have basically the same pattern learning algorithm. How-
ever, PCM has a static partition size limit, so it can't store all of the patterns
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it has learned previously. To learn newly occurred ÿle access pattern while pre-
serving static partition size, PCM destroy patterns in a partition that is less
probable to occur. Namely, PCM replace less probable patterns with newly oc-
curred patterns and so pattern replacement algorithm is learning algorithm of
PCM. The PCM replacement algorithm is as follows. When a new node is needed
in a full partition, all node counts in the partition are divided by two (integer
division), any nodes with a count of zero are cleared to make space for new
nodes. If no space becomes available, the access is ignored. The pattern replace-
ment algorithm of PCM is very simple and has no constraint when it destroys
the patterns in a partition. From now we call this simple replacement algorithm
as Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm. When PCM is at low order,
Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm causes the model to adapt faster
to new access patterns.As a result, prediction accuracy can be slightly increased.
But, when PCM is in high order, the prediction accuracy of PCM decreases as
the order increases. The cause of this problem reside in the diþerence between
PCM and FMOCM, and the only diþerence between FMOCM and PCM is in
pattern learning algorithm, the Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm.
The Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm is based on the decaying of
patterns in the partition and it has no constraint condition for pattern destroy-
ing.

As the order of PCM increases, the number of pattern decaying increases
also because the partition size is limited to a static number. An increase in the
number of pattern decaying can result in lower average node count. When the
average node count in partition is low, the Unconstrained Pattern Replacement
Algorithm can cause problems. Figure 1 describes the trie structre trained by
sequence `ABCABEF' and situation that the new access to `G' is occured. The
Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm can cause problems from the
situation like in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Example trie before Unconstrained Pattern Replacement for the sequence AB-
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In Figure 1, the new node `G' which represents the pattern `BEFG' is about
to added to second partition, but the partition is full, so pattern decaying (in-
teger division by 2) occurs and zero count nodes are cleared. Figure 2 shows
situation after pattern decaying in the second partition. After Unconstrained
Pattern Replacement in the second partition, the number of nodes are severely
dropped and the parent node of new node `G' is cleared out. To store the pattern
`BEFG' by adding new node `G', nodes represents `BEF' should not be cleared
out. However, when we use the Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm,
this cannot be achieved. As a result, patterns are lost without learning the newly
occurred pattern. Situations similar to Figure 1 are more often met when the
order of model is high, because high order means low average node count in
the partitions. So, if we overcome this adverse eÿect, we can expect increase of
prediction accuracy in high order PCM.
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Fig. 2. Example trie after Unconstrained Pattern Replacement for the sequence AB-
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3.2 Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm

To overcome the adverse eÿect of Unconstrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm
of PCM in high order, we propose a new replacement algorithm which has con-
straint condition for pattern decaying. We call this new replacement algorithm
as Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm. The Constrained Pattern Re-
placement Algorithm check whether the parent node of new arrived þle access
pattern is deleted after decaying of patterns. And if this is true, restore the
partition to its previous state.

Pseudo-code of Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm
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begin

{

If ( Is Partition Size Full ? )

{

Divide count of all nodes in trie by 2;

Clear any nodes with a count of zero;

If ( Is parent node of new node exist ? )

{

If ( Is Partition Size Full ? )

break;

else

Add new node;

}else{

Restore cleared nodes and node counts;

break;

}

}else{

Add new node;

}

}until ( number of new nodes to add == 0 )

The Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm can prevent the useless de-
caying of patterns in partition without learning of newly occurred pattern. For
example, if we use Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm in situation of
Figure 1, we decay patterns in the partition and have a situation like Figure 2.
Then we check whether the parent node of newly arrived pattern is cleared out
and ÿnd out it is true in second partition. So, patterns in the second parti-
tion is restored to their previous state. Figure 3 shows the trie structure after
Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm is applied to Figure 1.

From Figure 3, we can know that the Constrained Pattern Replacement
Algorithm keeps the state information of second partition to prevent the useless
decaying of patterns.

4 Simulation Results

To compare the prediction accuracy of PCM with our Improved PCM(PCM with
Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm), we used trace data collected with
the DFSTrace system. For simulation we selected the workload of barber machine
which represents the characteristics of ÿle server workload. The machine barber
was also a server with the highest rate of system calls per second. For comparison
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purposes, we deÿne measure Useful Prediction: Up and Prediction Accuracy : Pa
as follows.

Up =
Successful prediction count

Total file access count
(1)

Pa =
Successful prediction count

Total prediction count
(2)

Up represents the usefulness of prediction and Pa represents the prediction
eþciency. From above deÿnition we compare the PCM with Improved PCM by
diýerence of Up and Pa. Deÿnition of DU and DP are as follows.

DU = Up(ImprovedPCM) ÿ Up(PCM) (3)

DP = Pa(ImprovedPCM) ÿ Pa(PCM) (4)

We simulated PCM and Improved PCM with Partition Size 32,48 and predict
most probable ÿle from the longest context. To comparison purpose, we measure
DU , Dp with increasing order. In Figure 4 DU and Dp is positive in high order
and has maximum value 3.5% which means Improved PCM has 3.5% better Up
and Pa. The result of partition size 48 in Figure 5 is also similar. Considering
the maximum diýerence of Up between FMOCM and PCM is 7%, improvement
in prediction accuracy is corresponds to approximately 40%.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 compare Up between traditional pattern replacement
algorithm and constrained pattern replacement algorithm. As we can see from
Figure 6 and Figure 7, the Constrained Replacement Algorithm improved pre-
diction accuracy of PCM in high order.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new replacement algorithm to enhance the predic-
tion accuracy of PCM in high order. We analysed pattern learning algorithm
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Fig. 4. DU and Dp when Partition Size is 32
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Fig. 5. DU and Dp when Partition Size is 48
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Useful Prediction between traditional pattern replacement al-
gorithm and constrained pattern replacement algorithm (Useful Prediction vs. order
of PCM when partition size is 32)
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Useful Prediction between traditional pattern replacement al-
gorithm and constrained pattern replacement algorithm (Useful Prediction vs. order
of PCM when partitioin size is 48)

of PCM and discovered the cause of decrease of prediction accuracy in high or-
der. We also proposed Constrained Pattern Replacement Algorithm to prevent
useless loss of patterns in partition. Consequently, we enhanced the prediction
accuracy of PCM in high order. From the trace-based simulation results, using
DFSTrace system trace, we can see Improved PCM which uses Constrained Pat-
tern Replacement Algorithm has a better prediction performance than PCM.
Improved PCM has maximum 3.5% improved Up and Pa in high order, which
corresponds to 40% improvement compared to maximum 7% diÿerence between
FMOCM and PCM.
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